LETTER TO THE EDITOR

From Robin Maconie

Other Planets is nearly 600 pages and 270,000 words long, selling in the UK for just £24.99. I share Arnold Whittall’s regret (Tempo Vol.60 No.235, p.57) that the new volume does not include more music examples, but we have to be realistic. Score and audio samples are now freely available online at the Universal Edition and stockhausen websites, and those who need it for study purposes will now find as much illustrative material packaged along with the CDs as was provided in my earlier volumes (which can still be found in many libraries). It would not only have added considerably to the book’s cost to duplicate music examples representing a greatly extended work list, but also would have almost doubled the number of pages.

I was also influenced by intimations that Stockhausen-Verlag is about to publish English language editions of the Stockhausen Texte in translation by Jerome Kohl, starting with Books 1 and 2. I did not want to prejudice sales of these editions, which hopefully will reproduce the copious score illustrations of the original DuMont publications.

My concern was to provide a complementary critique that would be helpful to read, and available at a very reasonable price. The new book’s format and music examples were designed and word processed by the author in consultation with the publisher and represent I believe an attractive compromise and certainly an improvement on the cumbersome design of earlier editions.
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